Gramin Vikas Trust-Vocational Training Center-Dahod, Gujarat
Success Stories
Case-1
Personal Details of the trainee
Name

Mr. Bhuria Harishbhai Manu Bhai

Education

12th Pass,

Village

Bhatiwada, Taluka : Dahod

Occupation

Plumbing Work

Mobile No.

9712628146

Training Detail
Batch/ Trade

02 / Plumber (Basic Level)

Duration

38 days duration.

Training Period

20th October,2011 to 10th December 2011

Economical Status
(Before Training, trainee used to work as labor and used to earn Rs. 150-200/ day)
As on

Earning

Employment

February-12

Rs 400/day

Various construction sites at Surat

March-12

Rs. 450-500/day

Various construction sites at Surat

Trainees feedback:
Harish Bhai visited GVT-VTC on 15th march 2012, to collect his MES certificate. During
the visit he told about the benefits of the training he is experiencing while working on
various sites.
He said, "Before training I didn't know enough about the tools and equipment used in
plumbing trade like there names, correct method of use, safety precautions required to
be observed etc. but during the training, I learned all these things. I also learned various
new things like types of pipes used, their fixing system, quality, requirement of correct
size of pipe at different location and for different uses etc. This new information and
techniques enhanced my capability and knowledge. Now I am confident to handle a
small site independently. My quality of work is appreciated by engineers and architects
visited my work at site, time to time. It gives me a sense of satisfaction and I get
motivated to work even better. Although I am still learning various new things while
working at practical field but I have developed an ability to understand new concepts,
methods etc. easily."

When asked about his daily earning and said "Before training I used to work as a labor
and getting quite less wages. Also I did not get work regularly but after going through
the training course my confidence level, speed and quality of work all increased and it
contributed to increase my earning to nearly double". He added "Within a year, I will
start my own business and may provide employment to others in this field. I am thankful
to the GVT-VTC, its very considerate trainers and all the staff for providing very
knowledgefull and rigorous training. I have suggested my other friends/ relatives to join
a training programme in this institute."
Mr. A.K.Jain, Technical Advisor, GIZ IS and Mr. K.V. Rao, Training coordinator, GVTVTC discussed with Harish bhai about various issues related to training of construction
workers like duration of training, amount of stipend given during the training, etc. He
suggested not to increase the duration of the training for longer days as it will affect the
number of persons joining the training.
****************

Case: 2.

Personal Details of the trainee
Name

Mr. Rathore Chatrasingh Dita Bhai

Education
Village

12th Pass,
Sahada, : Taluka: Garbada

Occupation

Mason Work

Mobile No.

7698098080, 7547429219

Training Detail
Batch/ Trade

1st batch of Mason course

Duration

38 days duration.
(Training Period: 8th August,2011 to 30th September- 2011)

Training Period

Economical Status
(Before Training, trainee used to work as a labor and used to earned Rs. 150-200/
day)
As on

Earning

Employment
With a building contractor, Mr. Bharat Bhai
(8141650787) at building construction sites,
Ahmedabad

December-12

Rs 350/day

March-12

Rs. 450-500/day

do

Trainee’s feedback:
My dream comes true
Chatrasingh Bhai said, "Before training I was working on a daily wages, as a labor, near
around my village and used to get Rs.150- 200/- per day. That too not on a regular
basis. Now after receiving the mason training at GVT-VTC, I started working with Sri
Bharat Bhai (Mukaddam), who was known to me before. I worked there for about one
month without negotiating any wages but on the basis of my performance soon I started
getting Rs 350/- a day with regular work opportunity in hand. With the time (in about 2
months) my speed and accuracy improved substantially and now I am earning about
Rs. 500/- per day on the basis of the quantity of work I deliver."
He added, "I am confident that after one or two years of experience, I will become
capable to start taking small contracts. By doing so I can increase my earning and also
employ people."

He also said, "It was unbelievable to rely on the claims made by the GVT personnel,
who visited my village to inform about the trainings being imparted in GVT-VTC, that, it
is possible to earn up to Rs 10000/month, even if one is only 5th pass. To achieve it all
one has to do is to go through the training with full participation and interest. I joined the
training but still I used to dream to earn Rs. 10000/- Per month. But today after few
months of training, I have developed the competence which is fetching me the amount
of money even more than I used to dream. This is how my dream comes true."
I would like to place the entire credit for this achievement to GVT-VTC. I gives my
heartily thanks to GVT-VTC for providing me intensive skill training and relevant
information which has helped to improve my life.

